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The relevance of the topic ll in synthesis of new organic compounds - peptides with tumor-
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Oncological diseases are the most comrnon in Kazakhstan, in particular prostate cancer.

Every year, 1.3 milhon new are detected in the world, and in Kazakhstan, more than 1,200

newly diagnosed cases of ate cancer are registered per year. Meanwhile, traditional and

conventional chemotherapy ftrr alignant neoplasms uses drugs of primary action, which, after

administration. snread thro ut the body ard lead to undesirable consequences. Therefore,

eing developed and tested around the world for more effectivespecial methods and drugs are

treatment of cancer patients. most promiLsing is the development and use of medicinal

substances - a targeted agent for he treatment o1'various oncological diseases, as well as allowing
observation of this process. De ite some advances in cancer therapy, the main problem is still
the lack of selectivity of anti
peptides have been identified

therapeutic agents. In this regard, today tumor- targeted

the most pronrising in the fight against cancer. Therefore, the

development of methods for us ng targeted chomotherapy using ceJl-penetrating peptides helps

distribute the drus to the of target cells, destroys the membranes of cancer cells and

inhibits access to healthv cells. hich increases the effectiveness of the treatment drugs .
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Government of the Republic of liazakhstan in accordance with paragraph 3 of Article 18
of the Law "On Science" and (or) state prograrns. Dissertation work by Kenzhebayeva B.A.
carried out on the basis of KazNRTU named after. K.I. Satpayev and the University of Lorraine,
Nancy, France (Erasmus Agreement). The formulation and justification of the topic of the
dissertation research, the formulation of problems, the method of solving them, theoretical and
experimental studies have beon carried out and the main scientific results have been obtained
personally by the dissertation authc,r.

Analysis of the level of implementation of the dissertation results into practical
activities. On the topic of the dissertation,2 review articles and 1 article included in the first
cluartile of Q1 were published.

4.2 Analysis of the topic of work by Shaimardan Yesbol. <Research and transformation
of persistent organic pollutants based on polychlorinated biphenyls>

The dissertation is devoted to the study and t:stablishment of the scale of distribution and
quantitative cotrtent of polychl.orinerted biphenyls (PCBs) related to persistent organic pollutants
(POPs) in the territories adjacent to the Ust-Ka.menogorsk condenser plant, as well as the
development of heterogeneous mono- and bimetallic catalysts for the disposal of PCBs by
catalytic dehydro chlorination.

As a result of the survey on the territory of Kazakhstan, the location of PCB-contaminated
equipment and the presence of PC.B-contaminate<1 territories in such a significant amount that
the republic ranks second (after Russia) among the CIS countries. Eight "hot" spots contaminated
with PCBs have been identified in the republic. In the city of Ust-Kamenogorsk, East Kazakhstan
region, 80% of PCB waste is c,oncentrated.

In modern methods of disposal of man-made wastes containing PCBs, the main share is
occupied by dehydrochlorination ollPCBs due to the possibility of using new types of catalysts
obtained using nanomaterials and nanotechnologiel;. In addition, reduction methods for removing
halogen or replacing it with hydrogen make it possible to regenerate the hydrocarbon component
of halogenated molecules for r:euse, which meets the tasks of resource saving, and the usage of
catalytic methods oontributes to a significant decreasing in energy costs. The most common
catalytic systems using for PCll dehLydrochlorination are palladium-containing carriers catalysts.
The content of palladium in such oatalysts reaches up to 10%. Work on reducing the cost of
palladium catalysts by "diluting" thr: noble metal by other metals with low cost characteristics is
a relevant.

Connection of the topic of the dissertation with the directions of development of science,
which were formed by the fligher Scientifirc and Technical Commission under the
Government of the Republic of K.azakhstan in accordance with paragraph 3 of Article 18
of the Law "C)n Science" and (or) state programs. The dissertation work was carried out
within the framework of progrrarn-targeted fundinlg No. BR05236302 "scientific and technical
substantiation of innovations of the chemical cluster in the field of creating new materials and
technologies to improve the efliciency and environmental sustainability of industrial production"
for 2078-2020.

Analysis of the level of im;plementation of the dissertation results into practical
activities. 8 works have been publis;hed on the topiic of the dissertation work, including 1 article
in peer-reviewed scientific publicatiions indexed in the Scopus and Web of Science databases, 3

articles in journals recommended b1'Control Comrnittee in the field of Education and Science of
the Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan and 4 articles in materials
of republican and international conf'erenoes.
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